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5 Steps to
Connecting
Identities Across
YourMarketing
Ecosystem
How to Recognize People Across Media,

Devices, and Channel Interactions through

Identity Resolution
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This guide will walk you through how to solve these challenges in a privacy-compliant

manner leveraging real-time, persistent, person-first Identity.

1. Recognizing a Consumer Across Devices & Channels

Are you frustrated in your efforts because you can’t recognize a consumer as they browse your website on

different devices? Wouldn’t it be great if you could send them a personalized offer in real-time while they’re

still shopping through any or all channels they engage with?

Solution: Real-time Recognition, Mapping, and Tracking

2. Recognizing an Individual on Their Device if They Haven’t Logged In

Can you recognize the individuals whether they’re logged in or not? You need to ensure that you’re
mapping

to the right person (and a real person) so you can deliver consistent messaging.

Solution: Use Mobile Ad IDs to Identify the Person and Link to the Customer Profile

3. Connecting Engagement and Activities Through the Customer Journey

Want to connect engagement and activities throughout the customer journey (including your media

ecosystem)? This is vital to optimize towards what works and demonstrate results of your efforts.

Solution: Unifying Activities

5 Steps to Connecting Identities Across Your Marketing Ecosystem

Introduction

Every marketer is challenged with recognizing people as they engage with your brand,

a challenge made more difficult with device and channel proliferation. People move

seamlessly across channels through different devices, anonymously or authenticated.

And that’s not even addressing the complexities of shared devices.

As they change devices and channels, people represent themselves differently when

engaging with your brand--and there are more channels, devices, and IDs every day.

So how do you keep these constant changes maintained and coordinated across your

enterprise systems and media ecosystem?

Let’s look at three specific challenges real-time Identity Resolution solves:
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5 Steps to Connecting Identities Across Your Marketing Ecosystem

Step 1: Protect Your Customer Data

Through FullContact Identity Streme

The very first step is to create a safe environment to protect consumer data.

Identity Streme is a flexible and encrypted private environment that ingests,

obfuscates, transforms, and stores data. Whether you're tracking website behavior,

point of sale transactions, opt-in email, device IDs, or media IDs—all this needs to be

reconciled in your own private cloud. This means your data is your data, and

there’s no unauthorized commingling of data.

Secure your data and your customers’ data in real-time while the identities are

translated into a real person.

fullcontact.com

Wherever you engage with your

customers, regardless of platform, you

should be able to immediately

identify who they are through a

real-time API call.

Your data should be instantly

encrypted, stored, and resolved to a

persistent ID.

The persistent IDshould have been

previouslymapped to your CRM data,

so you know if it’s anexisting customer

(or a prospect) without ever passingPII.

Your Environment, Your ID, Your Control
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Step 2: Identify & Unify Your Customer Data

After protecting your data in Identity Streme, you have to connect and

consolidate your customer and prospect identities. A person-first identity needs to be

persistent, portable, and omnichannel. So no matter where your customers and prospects

are engaging, you can recognize them across your entire marketing ecosystem, including

loyalty programs, call centers, media partners, email platforms, direct mail, and more.

ACROSSYOUR ENTERPRISE

If you have a person-first ID, you can maintain and synchronize their identity as people

progressively engage with your brand in different ways—keeping your customer

relationships consistent. When you do that, you simultaneously improve customer

experience, increase conversions, and boost loyalty to your brand.

People represent themselves differently as they engage with your brand. Maintaining a persistent ID allows you to

recognize a person and maintain a personal identity across channels and over time.

Pers
ist

en
t
ID

Opt-in to Email and Loyalty Programs

jessie12@gmail.com; jmiller@work.com
Loyalty # 123B6Z

Engagewith Media
Twitter: @jessielee

linkedin/in/jessie.lee
Marketing Platform ID

Visit Website
Pre-Authenticated Website ID:

S%7C18520%7CMCMI...

POS/Commerce Purchase
Ships Product to Office
120 Corporate Center Austin, TX
78706 Customer ID: 86255134

EngageWith Mobile App
Mobile Ad IDs: Cdda802e...
Lnef838m….

Contact Call Center
(512) 553-4432; (800) 555-4232
Call Center ID: I92LF4

Schedule an
Appointment

34 Main Street, Apt. B
Austin, TX 78704
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ACROSSYOURMEDIAECOSYSTEM, CDP,ANDCONTENTSYSTEMS

Providing consistent messaging and experiences throughout the customer journey is

crucial for your marketing success. The best approach is a constant, real-time update and

synchronization of identifiers across your marketing stack, compiling and applying learnings

about your customers as they engage with your brand.

As people engage, key identity characteristics should be continuously mapped in

Identity Streme, including Platform IDs, DSP cookies, internal IDs, hashed emails, and

Mobile Ad IDs. Once mapped, these identities should be stored under a single persistent ID.

This should be both maintained and available in real-time.

API or CipherFTP

EL7583X
D-A637-4
8BC-B806
-42ECB2
B48606

Activation Options

Outside Activation

The activation partner
matches to given identifiers
for campaign execution.

Deal ID Activation

FullContact pushes files
through LiveIntent to an SSP

by matching to given
identifiers for campaign

execution.

Inputs including PII,
hashed emails, mobile
ad IDs, Twitter and

LinkedIn handles, etc.

Client File
Delivery

Jessie Lee
jessie.lee@yahoo.com
(513) 555-4321
123 Main Street
Austin, TX 78704

FullContact returns
information removed
of PII. Files can then
be sent to an outside
activation partner or

through
FullContact’s

partnership with
LiveIntent.

Real-Time Data Onboarding

fullcontact.com
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APPLYMISSINGMEDIA IDENTIFIERS TO TARGET ANDAMPLIFYMEDIA REACH

As a marketer, you might be limited to a single identifier for each of your customers. But

that’s not going to ensure that you’re reaching them with a consistent or impactful

message across all available channels. Expand your omnichannel reach while maintaining

privacy, by enriching your customers’ information with additional incremental touchpoints,

such as hashed emails and Mobile Ad IDs.

Media campaigns to your best customers, executed across multiple channels and devices,

accelerate return on ad spend. Whether it’s your first-party data or second-party data, it

needs to be leveraged in an omnichannel fashion.

Hashed emails and Mobile Ad IDs ensure that you’re reaching your customers with

consistent, specific, and truly personalized messaging.

To get the maximum effect, match on the person-level, not cookies, devices, or households

—so you can be certain to get your messaging in front of your intended individuals. Then

create audiences using your criteria and activate on your preferred platforms.

Link fragments of identifiers to an individual person. Match to an individual and
assign a persistent ID.

Name/Address or
Name/Placekey ID
Business + Personal

Phone
Business + Personal

Email
Business + Personal

Hashed Email#

Content &
Media Systems

Customer IDs
LiveIntent nonID

Pre-Authenticated
Anonymous ID

Social Handles

Mobile Ad IDs
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Step 3: Learn About The Whole Person

Once you have protected, unified, and amplified your data, it’s time to expand into a true

360-view of your customers, including their professional and personal identities.

Understanding your customers is critical to marketing to them. And since people and their

data are constantly in flux, it’s important to have their latest information.

Having a multidimensional view of your customers will not only help your marketing, but

the enterprise as a whole. It will help you personalize customer experiences, create new

merchandising strategies, prioritize and optimize media spend in real-time, and find more

customers just like your best customers.

EMAIL ADDRESSES
jessie12@gmail.com,

jessie.lee@yahoo.com, jlee@work.com

PHONE NUMBERS
(512) 553-4432 +1 (800) 555-4232

ADDRESS & PLACEKEY ID
34 Main Street. Austin, TX 78704

123 Business Address, Austin, TX 78702
227-223@5vg-82n-pgk

PHONE NUMBERS
AAID: Cdda802e-fb9c-47ad-0794d3...
IDFA: EL7583XD-A637-48BC-B806...

SOCIAL HANDLES
Twitter: @jessielee
linkedin/in/jessie.lee

PRE-AUTHENTICATED ANONYMOUS ID/
WEB IDENTIFIERS
359503849%7CMC...

EDUCATION
Degree, University Name...

AUTO
Make, Model, Year...

PURCHASE
Beauty, Health, Electronics...

SHOPPING BEHAVIOR
Catalog, Mail, Online, In store...

TRAVEL
Loyalty, Luxury…

PROFESSIONAL
Occupation, Title, Photos...

NOTFOR PROFIT*

RESTAURANT*

TECHNOLOGY&
COMMUNICATION*

INDIVIDUAL
Age, Gender, Occupation...

LIFESTYLE
Hobbies, Interests...

FINANCIAL
Wealth, Income, Credit...

HOUSEHOLD
Children, Home Type...

LOCATION
Neighborhood

COHORT
Millennials, Senior Citizens...

ENERGY&UTILITIES*

HEALTHCARE*

MEDIA&
ENTERTAINMENT*

* Vertical specific bundles
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Step 4: Recognize in Real-time

Your data is protected and unified, and you have a multidimensional view of your

customers. Now what?

It’s time to activate your data to provide excellent customer interactions and experiences.

But the challenge is that people represent themselves differently as they engage with your

brand. You need to be able to identify and recognize them across all channels—even when

only limited fragments of information are provided.

And you have to do it in real-time.

That’s where APIs, easily integrated as core infrastructure, are your friends.

This capability empowers you by connecting fragmented identifiers to a real person you

already know. Your customers may download and use your mobile app; from that you have a

Mobile Ad ID. They might follow your company on LinkedIn, so you gain their social handle.

They might order something and have it shipped to their office. Maybe they sign up for a

loyalty program. There are unlimited scenarios in an omnichannel world.

You need to recognize the person who signs up for the loyalty program as the same person

who has already had something shipped, so you can make sure your next message creates

true value.

Knowing who your customers and prospects are in the moment they’re engagingwith your

brand allows you to customize the content they see and remarket to them in whole new

ways. It allows you to increase conversions and amplify your media reach.
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After protectingyourdata in Identity Streme, unifyingyourcustomerdata, gaining a

whole-personviewofyourcustomers, and recognizing them in real-time—howdoyou know

if it’s makinga difference?

To properlymeasure yourcampaigns andengagements, youneed acommon identity layer on

sales andtransaction data.This enables linking media and sales channels directly, leading to

better optimization andmore efficientmarketing. Youneed something transparent and

incremental, a tool thatwill letyou have full control ofmeasurement basedon youractual needs.

The onlyway to truly bring all of your

information together is to have an independent,

third-party, anonymous, portable, omnichannel,

and persistent ID as a sourceof truth.

So no, cookies won’t cut it.

While cookies are still used, they’re temporary,

and onlypart ofan identity. They can informthe

whole picture, but youneed acommon

identity layer.

Measuring theeffectiveness of yourmarketing

messaging andadvertising campaigns is more

important thanever. Having a persistent ID empowersyou tomeasure online, offline, andcross-

device activities during campaigns.This allowsyou to optimize foreffectiveness—from exposure

to conversion.

Step 5: Measure Your Omnichannel

Performance

A Persistent ID is an ID attached

to multiple pieces of the core

identity, so if one of those

identifiers changes (if someone

moves or changes their phone

number) the ID remains attached

to the other parts of that

identity and persistency is

maintained.
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Jessica Lee
jessie12@gmail.com
Customer ID: 45239

Persistent ID:
99GAJFLH64...

Hashed Email:

4F64C8B... Persistent ID:
99GAJFLH64...

MAID: EA7583CD..
Persistent ID:
99GAJFLH64...

Transaction

$ amount
876 Oak St.
Denver, CO
80202

Customer ID:
45239

Impression

Timestamp
Campaign ID
Publisher ID
nonID

Persistent ID
99GAJFLH...

Jessica Lee

jessie12@gmail.com
876 Oak St.
Denver, CO 80202
‘Best Customer’
Female
No Children
Customer ID: 45239
MAID: EA7583CD...
Hashed Email: 4F64C8B...

Move away from

measuring marketing’s

impact on browser and

device IDs.

Measure impact on

real people.

S
O
L
U
T
IO
N

B
E
N
E
F
IT

A persistent ID is your

unique link to tie

exposure to conversion

at the person level.

Understand how well

your marketing has

performed and see

what your customers’

omnichannel journeys

really look like.

Persistent ID acts like

your customer ID, but in a

privacy-compliant, highly

secure method that can be

used externally.

Match an Individual to

a Persistent ID

Attach Mobile Ad IDs,

Hashed Email, nonID, and

Persistent ID for activation

Impressions and

conversions are tied

back to the Persistent ID

Reports linking Customer ID

and Persistent ID provided

to client for measurement
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Once a persistent ID is mapped to a person, the anonymous identifier gives you the ability to

measure conversions, even if the conversion event took place on a different channel than

where your marketing message was delivered.

The key is literally the real-time mapping of identifiers to a persistent ID.

You can use that persistent ID across yourmedia, and append your persistent identifiers to

MAIDs or hashed emails, or tie the persistent ID to media platform IDs, when you activate on

the platforms of your choice. They’ll carry through to your exposure file and you’ll have half

of the equation.

The second half of the equation is your conversion file, which contains your customer IDs at

the conversion level. Because you mapped a persistent, anonymous ID to your identifiers,

and you have exposures and conversions, you’ll gain a granular method for attribution—on

your terms.
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Conclusion

Identity Resolution is a critical enterprise capability needed to differentiate a customer’s

experience withyour brand. Consumers expect relevancyand consistency fromyou, wherever

they engage. If youwant to build long-lasting, valuable relationships, you need to meet that

expectation. That’s best donewith an Identity Resolution partnerwhocan helpyou leverage a

privacy-compliant, persistent, person-first Identity in real-time.

FullContact can help you get started down the path byhelping you see howmany of your

contact fragments belong to the sameperson.

If you have 1 million or more customer records, contactus fora free pilot.

© FullContact, 2022. All rights reserved.

Amplify your ability to recognize and reach real people by 3X.

Or it’s on us. Guaranteed.

Real People

Access and map fragmented physical

and digital identities into a persistent

PersonID from a single graph.

Omnichannel input and outputs.

• 248Million People

• 50 Billion Individual
Omnichannel Identifiers

• 700+ Ethically Sourced Personal
and Professional Attributes

Real Control

Leverage FullContact Identity

Streme™ to protect & control your

first-party data across your enterprise.

Enable permission-based partnering

without commingling data.

Port the PersonID across your

ecosystem improving targeting,

reach, recognition and measurement.

Manage privacy and permission at a

person level at every touchpoint.

• SOC2 Type II Compliant

Real Time

Recognize people across platforms

and engagement in themoments

thatmatter.

Leverage our machine learning,

applied graph theory, and distributed

computing to improve resolution.

High availability, high throughput,

and resilient low latency architecture.

• 30+ Million Updates per Day

• 40Millisecond Response Time


